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thinking fast and slow wikipedia - thinking fast and slow is a best selling book published in 2011 by nobel memorial prize
in economic sciences laureate daniel kahneman it was the 2012 winner of the national academies communication award for
best creative work that helps the public understanding of topics in behavioral science engineering and medicine the book
summarizes research that kahneman conducted over decades often, thinking fast and slow amazon co uk daniel
kahneman - buy thinking fast and slow reprint by daniel kahneman isbn 9780141033570 from amazon s book store
everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders, daniel kahneman s thinking fast and slow quantmleap - i
mentioned in an earlier post daniel kahneman s excellent book titled thinking fast and slow as daniel engber from the slate
magazine so eloquently describes in the course of 418 pages kahneman designates no fewer than three biases
confirmation hindsight outcome 12 effects halo framing florida lady macbeth etc four fallacies sunk cost narrative planning
conjunction, bol com thinking fast and slow daniel kahneman - thinking fast and slow paperback in the international
bestseller thinking fast and slow daniel kahneman the renowned psychologist and winner of the nobel prize in economics
takes us on a groundbreaking tour of the mind and explains the two systems that drive the way we think system 1 is fast
intuitive and emotional system 2 is slower more deliberative and more logical
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